[Study of Somatosensory Event-Related Potential in Mood Disorder].
There have been a number of inconsistent previous reports indicating that mood disorder patients are relatively sensitive or conversely insensitive to physical pain. However, there have been few such studies examining pain using neurophysiological techniques. The present study was performed to investigate the differences in tactile sense recognition between mood disorder patients and control subjects using a tactile sense recognition P300 measuring system. Tactile stimuli were delivered to the index finger as frequent stimuli and to the ring finger as infrequent stimuli. Subjects were requested to press a button promptly and accurately in response to infrequent stimuli. N140 and P300 were measured in the event-related potential to infrequent stimulus paradigm. The subjects evaluated stimuli on a visual analog scale (VAS). The amplitudes of P300 were smaller for the mood disorder patients than for control subjects. The VAS scores of mood disorder patients were significantly higher than those of control subjects. In mood disorder patients, the amplitude of P300 was negatively correlated with the HAM-D score. These results suggest dysfunction of tactile sense recognition in mood disorder patients. In addition, the amplitude of P300 may be useful as a biological marker for psychological conditions in mood disorder patients.